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*

1. Identify what the customers actually want. (The 5 ‘C’s)

2. Identify how the design of bunkers influences their condition 

and their ongoing daily maintenance.

3. Identify the actual costs of bunker maintenance, including 

preparation for play, and repair.

4. Identify options for reducing the amounts of time, labour and 

costs of bunker maintenance.

5. Develop a credible plan, and sell the concept of a bunker 

renovation plan and programme to members, staff and 

committee \ Owner.



BUNKERS:  Created by nature, altered by man

3/2013



What the Customer wants

The Professional View…. 



Carnoustie



Tommy Armour playing in the 1931 Open 

Championship

Carnoustie Golf Links.



The Members View…

If the design of your bunkers does not deliver an acceptable 
level of presentation BY DEFAULT, you are into ONGOING 

HEAVY COST & RESOURCE INPUTS to drag them up to the 
required standards 



*

*Consistency

Sand not too wet – not too dry

Not too soft – not too hard

Plenty of sand under the ball  
….but not too much…..

















Golden Rule Number One........

“There is no point putting good quality sand into 

poor performing bunkers”

Mick Higgins – European Technical Consultant - Rufford-Sibelco.



*

*Consistency

*Challenge

Bunkers direct the flow of play, 
& give the course definition 
and challenge…

The Challenge needs to be 
appropriate to the club….



One Angry Man and his Niblick
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*Consistency

*Challenge

*Cost









*

The Avening Course

Minchinhampton Golf Club.



*
*The Cherington Course

The Cherington Course



*

The Avening CourseThe Old Course







Minchinhampton Golf Club 2012



Number of Green Staff 8 3 men 4 hours per day to full rake Mon, Weds, Fri = 36 hours 

2 men 3 hours to rake bases and footprints Tues & Thurs = 12

Daily raking and presentation 268.5 plus 4 hours weekends = 52 hours per week =

Edging, mowing and strimming banks 108 3 men 4 days - Nine times per year

Weeding 14 2 days per month in growing season

Stone picking and sand renewal 48 4 days per month all year around

Repairing after heavy rainfall 85 17 occasions - each repair requring 5 man days

% time spent on bunker maintenance 25

Bunker Labour (£) 41880 Assuming £10 per hour inc Employers NI. & 8 hour days

Rakes + signs 200

Sand 2400 60 tonnes @ £40 delivered

Petrol for motor rake 1250 1 litre per hour 1000 hours @£1.25 per litre

Motor rake costs 2550 £15K purchase price written down annually by 15%

Total material costs (£) 6400 plus servicing

Total Materials and labour (£) 48280

Av cost per bunker per year (£) 360

Number of bunkers 134

Average size (m2) 80

Total sand area 9600

Sand depth 0.11

Sand cost (£per tonne) 40

Cost of sand for all bunkers 47168

Annual Labour Costs

Maintenance Tasks (Man Days)

Annual Material Costs

Bunker Data

MGC Bunker Maintenance 2012
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MGC Bunker Maintenance 2015

Number of Green Staff 8 1 man 4 hours per day to full rake Mon, Weds, Fri = 12 hours 

2 men 2 hrs to rake bases and adjust sand depths Tues & Thurs = 8

Daily raking and presentation 143 plus 2 hours weekend = 22 hours per week =

Edging, mowing and strimming banks 45 2 men 2.5 days - Nine times per year

Weeding 0 When raking

Sand renewal 12 1 day per month all year around

Repairing after heavy rainfall 5 when raking - 2 extra hours

% time spent on bunker maintenance 10

Bunker Labour (£) 16400 Assuming £10 per hour inc Employers NI. & 8 hour days

Rakes + signs 200

Sand 1200 30 tonnes @ £40 delivered

Petrol for motor rake 0 Scrapped  

Motor rake costs 0

Total material costs (£) 1400  

Total Materials and labour (£) 17800

Av cost per bunker per year (£) 133

Number of bunkers 154

Average size (m2) 30

Total sand area 4620

Sand depth 0.11

Sand cost (£per tonne) 40

Cost of sand for all bunkers 20328

Annual Labour Costs

Maintenance Tasks (Man Days)

Annual Material Costs

Bunker Data
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Information gathering enables Data-Driven Decisions 
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MGC Bunker Survey - Avening Course
1st 

greenside

Senior Section Feedback

Relevance of bunker e.g. influence on play 1-3 low 4-7 medium 8-10 high 7

Visual impact - e.g. repetitive 1-3 poor 4-7 average 8-10 good 6

Size of bunker 1-3 too big 4-7 okay 8-10 good 2

Difficulty of escape shot 1-3 too difficult 4-7 okay 8-10 fair 4

Ease of access in and out 1-3 too steep 4-7 okay 8-10 easy 1 20

Too deep to get in and out

Low Handicap Feedback

Relevance of bunker e.g. influence on play 1-3 low 4-7 medium 8-10 high 8 Good bunker

Visual impact - e.g. repetitive 1-3 poor 4-7 average 8-10 good 8

Size of bunker 1-3 too big 4-7 okay 8-10 good 4

Difficulty of escape shot 1-3 too difficult 4-7 okay 8-10 fair 7

Ease of access in and out 1-3 too steep 4-7 okay 8-10 easy 7 34

Ladies Section Feedback

Relevance of bunker e.g. influence on play 1-3 low 4-7 medium 8-10 high 10 Too big and face overhanging 

Visual impact - e.g. repetitive 1-3 poor 4-7 average 8-10 good 9 makes it difficult

Size of bunker 1-3 too big 4-7 okay 8-10 good 2

Difficulty of escape shot 1-3 too difficult 4-7 okay 8-10 fair 2 Too deep

Ease of access in and out 1-3 too steep 4-7 okay 8-10 easy 2 25

Staff Feedback

Amount of washdown

1-3 lots of 

washout 4-7 medium

8-10 - little 

washout 3 Too big and prone to washdown

Contamination with soil particles 1-3 poor 4-7 average 8-10 good 3 Bad stone contamination 

Contamination with stones 1-3 too big 4-7 okay 8-10 good 3 Floods

Length of time to repair after rain 1-3 too difficult 4-7 okay 8-10 good 2 Face crumbles away

Ease of maintenance 1-3 arduous 4-7 okay 8-10 acceptable 1 12

Total 91

Average 4.55



*

*Case Study – Thornbury Golf Centre, 
Bristol, Avon......

*18 holes “Championship” Course,

plus 18 hole par three course.......

*86 bunkers – most being around 100m2

*Full time staff of 7....plus a Gardener...



*

*After heavy rain washouts and flooding occur 

leading to extensive efforts pumping away 

water and shovelling bunker faces back up.



*Sand contamination after washouts occurred 

led to poor drainage characteristics of the 

bunker.



*

*Over the years several different things have 

been tried with varying degrees of success:

*Upside down turf in the bases 

*Terram liner 

*Sand trapper 

*Bitumen 

*Astro-turf

*Through these trials we have found astro-turf 

has performed the best for us so far……



*

*Remove the 

contaminated sand

*Inspect drainage 

lines & re-do if 

necessary 

*Put a smooth finish 

on the bunker base 

ready for phase 2



*

*Lining the bunker 

base with astro-turf 

*Ensuring the tightest 

possible fit between 

rolls of astro-turf 

helps prevent the 

problem of stone 

contamination





*

*Replacing with fresh 

sand

*We tried to distribute 

the sand evenly 

through the bunker 

first to prevent any 

possible movement in 

the astro-turf, before 

topping up to the 

correct depths



*

*The bunker back in 

play 1 week after 

completion 



*

*Case Study – Minchinhampton Golf Club

*Stroud, Gloucestershire.....

*54 hole golf complex.......

*134 bunkers – most being around 80m2

*Full time staff of 12....



Minchinhampton 18th green.

BunkerMat Case-Study

3 bunkers – total sand area 350m2



Shaping......





Dress the bases with scrap sand





Day 5 – rootzoning.....





Composting – Materials being shredded with added scrap 
sand. This thoroughly mixes and aerates the final product…..



Compost arranged in windrows to process down.



Material being screened 6 months later….



Good material

The costs of machine hire were £1500, which produced 250 tonnes of 
rootzone. This amount of material would have cost  over £10,000 to 
purchase…









Day 7 complete and turfed

The overall sand area has nearly halved - from 350 

down to 180m2….







*

*Case Study – Wimbledon Park Golf Club

*London – SW14.

*18 hole golf complex.......

*57 bunkers – of varying sizes on heavy 
soil

*Full time staff of 11....



Contractors were brought in to

completely rebuild all bunkers.....















Blinder Bnker Liner





*

*Thornbury – low cost using FOC 2nd-
hand Astroturf....  £250 per bunker

*Minchinhampton – medium cost using 
BunkerMat and re-sizing.... £550 per 
bunker

*Wimbledon Park – Hi-cost Bunker 
Blinder..... £4000 per bunker



*

16/05/2010

Yelverton GC, UK

The use of Eco Bunker…



Before



During



After



Capillary Concrete



Upturned Turf..... Any comments?

There’s approx 340 pieces of turf
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*This is a complex issue which requires 

considerable analysis and thought

*The Superintendent \ Greenkeeper 

should be at the centre of the solution, 

and make some clear recommendations 

which fit the business plan and 

ambitions of the club....



*

For Example….

*Bunkers that are not overly affected 

by poor weather and remain playable

*Bunkers that can be easily 

maintained to a set budget

*Bunkers that are easy for golfers of 

all ages and abilities to negotiate



*

Vision Direction Brief

PLAN

Cost
Timetable Cashflow

The objective is to create a Plan or position that everyone 

Involved understands….

Everything must combine into a Plan



*

*The process has taken into account

*Customer feedback         

*Committee \ Owner feedback

* Staff feedback 







*

*Staff requirements…..

*Equipment requirements…..

*Material requirements…..

*Mitigating the effects on play….



What staff and what 

competencies?

• Manual Handling...

• Tractor driving.......

• Excavator safety.....

• General Awareness...





Staff Training.

Well trained staff who are fully engaged with the objectives of 

the company are essential in business today…

 



Staff Training.

What exactly is being achieved here?
 1. Information on bunker maintenance.

2. Staff engaging in delivering & receiving information…

3. Key Staff development & empowerment….



Staff Training.

With empowerment come Accountability and 

Ownership.…
 



Staff Training.

Of course, no matter how well trained the staff are, 

there will always be the one guy who ventures just that 

little bit closer to the edge than was entirely wise….
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*The first part of the selling process deals 

with the reasons why such a project is 

necessary

*Our bunkers are costing far too much

*The members  are not content with their 

general condition

*The staff are becoming demoralised by 

the constant repair work….



*

*You do NOT start by approaching a 

Board or Committee with an 

ambitious plan to rebuild 80-odd 

bunkers costing potentially 200,000 

Euro....

*Work with an influential figure 

behind the scenes and introduce the 

issue sensitively



*

*The Plan must explain why such 

action is necessary

*The Plan must be Credible and 

Comprehensive

*Data-driven Information will always 

be more influencing….

*Clear & calm communication is vital 






